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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a ﬁnite group of exponent expG = g. By Brauer’s celebrated
theorem every (irreducible) complex character of G can be written in the
gth cyclotomic ﬁeld µg. It has been conjectured that there should be
even a matrix representation with entries in its ring µg of integers.
Indeed Cliff, Ritter, and Weiss [2] settled this in the case where G is solv-
able. Knapp and Schmid [7] showed that it (essentially) would sufﬁce to
prove this when G is quasisimple.
There is a weaker conjecture dealing with the order of the group in place
of the exponent. This has been veriﬁed so far for all sporadic groups (and
their proper central extensions), some few alternating groups, and some
few groups of Lie type of small order [7]. It is natural to begin a system-
atic investigation by studying the ﬁnite groups of Lie type A1 (following a
suggestion by W. Feit).
Theorem. Let G = SL2 q for some prime power q = pf . Every
irreducible complex character χ of G can be written in R = µn with
n = nχ being a proper divisor of expG, except possibly when χ is a (cusp-





with n = 1
p
expG.
It is not clear whether (some) characters of degree q − 1 are really
exceptional (according to the conjectures). Our methods do not give a bet-
ter result (even replacing n by G). (The author is indebted to W. Feit
for pointing out an error in a preliminary version of the paper.) For large
powers q = pf it seems not unlikely that the characteristic p cannot be
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avoided as “denominator” (for small rings of realization). However, in the
case q = p we get what we wanted:
Corollary. Every character of G = SL2 p can be realized over the
ring of integers of the expGth cyclotomic ﬁeld.
The representations can be always chosen to be stable under any group
automorphism leaving the character invariant (which is of relevance when
attacking the conjecture(s) for arbitrary ﬁnite groups by induction). We
mention that “denominators” can be avoided when enlarging the rings.
Iwasawa theory yields that the characters (of any ﬁnite group) can be writ-
ten in the ring of integers of some abelian number ﬁeld [7]. Quantitative
results would require detailed information on class groups, however.
The character table of SL2 q has been computed already by Schur [10].
The Schur indices are all known (see, for instance, Feit [5]). Matrix repre-
sentations over certain splitting ﬁelds have been constructed by Tanaka [11],
but this will not be of use here. We learned a lot from the construction of
the Gelfand representations (as described in [1]), and we do appeal to the
work by Ward [13] on the Weil representations of symplectic groups.
2. GENUS AND STEINITZ CLASSES
Suppose χ is an irreducible complex character of the ﬁnite group G
which can be written in the (ﬁnite) algebraic number ﬁeld K. Let W be a
(right) KG-module affording χ. Let R be the ring of integers of K. There
exists a (R-torsion-free, ﬁnitely generated) RG-lattice U in W such that
W = KU  K ⊗R U (by taking all R-linear combinations of the G-images
of a K-basis of W ). Every RG-lattice of this type is isomorphic to such a
full RG-lattice in W . We wish to ﬁnd a lattice which is R-free (not just
R-projective). However, this is not always possible (see [2] for examples).
In this case one is urged to pass to certain larger rings.
Let U be a full RG-lattice in W . As an R-module U is the direct sum
of d = χ1 (nonzero) ideals Ji of R. By a well-known theorem of Steinitz









in the (ﬁnite) class group of the Dedekind domain R determine the
R-isomorphism type of U . The genus γU of U consists, in the present
situation, of all RG-lattices of the form JU for some fractional ideal J
of R. We have
JU = JdU
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and there are exactly ClR different isomorphism types of RG-lattices in
γU (see [2, (31.26)]). Thus if U is a dth power in ClR there is an
R-free RG-lattice in γU (Schur).
Lemma 1. Let U ⊆ V be full RG-lattices in W . There exists a fractional
ideal J of R such that JU ⊆ V and such that the order ideal ordV/JU
is divisible only by (nonzero) prime ideals  of R for which V/V is not an
irreducible RG-module or for which  is not a dth power in ClR.
Proof. The order ideal ordV/U is the product of all prime ideals 
such that R/ is an R-composition factor of V/U (counting multiplicities).
It can be computed by passing to the localizations. If V/V is an irreducible
RG-module, every RG- sublattice of V is of the form kV for some inte-
ger k ≥ 0. Now use the invariant factor theroem for Dedekind domains
3 414.
Lemma 2. Suppose χ = λG is induced from some subgroup H of G. If
there is an R-free RH-lattice  affording λ, then G = ⊗RH RG is R-free
and affords χ.
This is clear since RG is a free left RH-module. The lemma applies,
in particular, in the case where λ is a linear character (with values in the
ground ring R).
Lemma 3. Let R˜ = R[ 1
p
]
for some rational prime p. If U is an RG-lattice
then U˜ = R˜U  R˜ ⊗R U is an R˜G-lattice, and to every R˜G-lattice U˜ there
exists an RG-lattice U with this property. U˜ is R˜-free if and only if the Steinitz
class of U can be represented by an ideal of R lying above p.
Proof. Clearly R˜ = S−1R, where S is the multiplicative subset of R\0
generated by p. So R˜ is a Dedekind domain. The assignment  → R˜ on
prime ideals deﬁnes a split epimorphism from the free abelian group of frac-
tional ideals (divisor group) of R onto that of R˜, the kernel being generated
by those prime ideals  of R containing p∩ S = . The splitting is given
by ˜ → ˜ ∩ R on prime ideals. If ˜ = π˜ is a principal prime ideal of R˜
and  = ˜∩R, then R˜ = ˜ and π˜ = π
pk
for some π ∈  and some k ≥ 0. It
follows that R˜π = ˜ and that Rπ = J for some ideal J of R containing p.
Thus we have an epimorphism ClRClR˜ whose kernel is generated
by the classes of the (prime) ideals of R lying above p. This gives the last
statement.
The remainder is standard. If U˜ is an R˜G-lattice, it is generated as an
R˜-module by ﬁnitely many elements. Let U be the R-module generated by
the G-images of such a ﬁnite set of generators.
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Lemma 4. Suppose U= 0 is an R-lattice. Assume there is a nondegen-
erate symmetric bilinear form h on W = K ⊗R U . Then the dual lattice U ′ of
U has Steinitz class U ′ = U−1.
Proof. There is a K-basis wi of W = KU such that U =
⊕
i Jiwi for
some ideals Ji of R. Let w′i be its dual basis for W with regard to h. Then






Here we just use that J−1i = x ∈ K  Jix ⊆ R.
3. PRINCIPAL SERIES
Now let G = SL2 q for some prime power q = pf . Let B = TP be the
standard Borel group in G, where T  ∗q is the group of diagonal matrices
in G, a split maximal torus, and where P = OpB is a Sylow p-subgroup
of GP  +q . Each nonsplit maximal torus of G is of order q + 1 and





when p is odd and expG = 2q2 − 1 otherwise.
Since G has Lie rank 1 its irreducible characters belong either to the
principal series or to the discrete series. The 1-character 1G, the Steinberg
character StG, and the monomial characters χi of degree q+ 1 belong to the
principal series; for odd q there are two further characters in this series,
namely the two Weil characters ξ1 ξ2 of degree
1
2 q + 1. The discrete
series consists of the (cuspidal) characters θj of degree q − 1; for odd q
there are also the Weil characters ζ1 ζ2 of degree
1
2 q− 1.
In order to meet the requirements for an inductive approach to the
realization problem for arbitrary ﬁnite groups we have to ﬁnd lattices which
are stable under all group automorphisms ﬁxing the character (cf. the
Proposition in [7]). Observe that OutG = DF is abelian, D being the
group of diagonal automorphisms D = 2 if q is odd and D = 1 oth-
erwise) and F the (cyclic) group of ﬁeld automorphisms. Invariance of a
lattice under a group automorphism is not affected when altering the lattice
within its genus class or when passing to scalar extensions.
Let us now discuss the characters in the principal series, excluding the
Weil characters ξ1 ξ2.
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Proposition 1. Let A be a group of automorphisms of G = SL2 q.
There is a G-lattice affording StG which is stable under A. If A stabilizes
some character χi of G of degree q + 1, there is an A-stable representation
of G over µq−1 affording χi.
Proof. The Steinberg character StG is known to be realizable over 
(through its homology representation, for instance). It can be extended to
the semidirect product A · G such that the extension is rational-valued,
with Schur index 1 [8, Theorem A]. Take a AG-lattice affording this
character, and restrict it to G.
The character χ = χi is induced from some linear character λ of B
with λ2 = 1 and Kerλ ⊇ P . This λ is determined by χ up to replacing
it by its inverse. From Lemma 2 it follows that χ can be realized over
R = µq−1. Suppose A ﬁxes χ. Let α ∈ A. Modifying α by an inner
automorphism, if necessary, we may assume that α normalizes B. Then
either α stabilizes λ or carries it to its inverse (by uniqueness). There is an
inner automorphism of G inverting the elements of T  B/P . Thus if  is
an RB-lattice affording λ, then G is stable under α and affords χ.
4. WEIL CHARACTERS
Assume that q = pf is odd. Weil characters occur for symplectic and
unitary groups of any rank. They have been studied thoroughly (e.g.,
in [6, 12, 13]). For convenience we restrict ourselves to G = SL2 q.
The Weil characters of G are not stable under D, that is, under GL2 q.
From each GL2 q-class we may pick ξ and ζ in such a manner that
ξ = 1G + ζ on 2′-elements. We have
ζ = ξ = √εq
where ε = −1q−1/2. The character ζ (of degree 12 q − 1) is faithful if
ε = 1, the character ξ (degree 12 q + 1 when ε = −1. One knows that ζ
is irreducible as a Brauer character modulo any prime = p and that ξ is so
modulo any prime different from p and 2.
Proposition 2. The Weil characters can be realized over R = µp
by representations which are stable under all ﬁeld automorphisms of
G = SL2 q.
Proof. Let G˜ = +Sp2 q be the full semilinear special linear
(symplectic) group of rank 1. Let also R˜ = R[ 1
p
]
. Ward [13] constructed
R˜-free R˜G˜-lattices affording ξ resp. ζ. (See the discussion leading to his
Theorem 2.5. Using the notation of [13] a basis for the lattice 1 + jAe
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affording ξ is given by the idempotent e and the wx = xe+ −xe, one
for the lattice 1− jAe affording ζ by the wx − 2−xe.)
So let U˜ be an R˜-free R˜G˜-lattice affording ξ or ζ. By Lemma 3
there exists an RG˜-lattice U such that R˜U = U˜ . Then, again by Lemma 3,
U can be represented by an ideal of R lying over p. But  = 1− µp is
the unique prime ideal of R lying above p. Thus U = 1, as desired.
The (cuspidal) character ζ could be dealt with, arguing in the same
manner, by referring to the Gelfand representation [1].
Remark. The Weil characters are of interest in the context of globally
irreducible representations (in the terminology of Gross [6]). In fact, both
ζ, ξ are irreducible mod p in the case q = p. (Their GL2 p-classes then
give rise to exceptional, terminal vertices of the Brauer tree.) Our objective
is to ﬁnd free lattices over the smallest possible rings of integers:
• Assume q ≡ 3mod 4. Can ζ be realized over [ 1+√−p2 ]?
• Can ξ be realized over the ring of integers of √εq?
The Schur index mζ = 1 if and only if ζ is not faithful or, equivalently,
q ≡ 3 mod 4 [5]. When ζ is faithful the quadratic subﬁeld of µp is not
a splitting ﬁeld for ζ, which may explain the restriction in our ﬁrst question.
The Schur index mξ = 1 [5]. (The globally irreducible representations of
PSL2 q have been determined by Tiep [12].)
Proposition 3. Assume that q ≡ 3mod 4. Then the Weil character ζ
can be realized over R = [ 1+√−p2 ].
Proof. We know that ζ is not faithful and that K = √−p is its
smallest splitting ﬁeld. Let W be a KG-module affording ζ, and let U be a
full RG-lattice in W .
As usual let B = TP be a Borel group in G, and Z = ZG. Then B/Z
is a Frobenius group with kernel ZP/Z and complement T/Z. From
B/ZP = 1
2
q− 1 = ζ1
we infer that χ = ζB is (absolutely) irreducible and monomial. So χ = λB
for some linear character λ of ZP having Z in its kernel. We assert that
there is an R-free RB-lattice V affording χ.
Let us ﬁrst study the case q = p. Then, viewed as G-module, W is
globally irreducible. We may identify K = EndGW , and we may regard
W as an absolutely irreducible GL2 p-module. Then the matrix τ =(−1 0
0 1
)
acts on W and induces the nontrivial automorphism on K (and the
outer diagonal automorphism on G). So, as in [6] Lemma 5.5, Uτ = Uτ is a
full RG-lattice in W , and τ inverts the elements of ClR. By Proposition 3.2
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in [6] Uτ = JU for some fractional ideal J of R (as there is only one genus
of full RG-lattices in W ). By the Gauss theory of genera ClR has odd
order. Then
Jτ = Jτ = J−1 and J = J0J−τ0
for some fractional ideal J0 of R. Thus U0 = J0U is a lattice which is stable
under τ. Hence from U0τ = U0 we may deduce that U0 = 1; that is,
U0 is R-free. In particular, V = U0B is an R-free RB-lattice affording χ.
(The lattice U0 exhibited is isomorphic to the Craig lattice A
p+1/4
p−1 [6].)
Suppose now that q = p. Let T1 be the subgroup of T of order p − 1
(containing Z). This is the normalizer in T of some (any) subgroup of P of
order p resp. of index p. Let B1 = T1P and χ1 = λB1 . Then χ1 = K and
mχ1 = 1 by elementary properties of Schur indices. Indeed B1/Kerλ
occurs as a Borel group of some PSL2 p. By the preceding discussion
there exists an R-free RB1-lattice V1 affording χ1. By Lemma 2 and transi-
tivity of character (module) induction V = V B1 has the desired properties.
We may embed U ⊆ V as an RB-module. It is clear that V/V is an
irreducible RB-module for any prime ideal  of R not lying above p. By
Lemma 1 we therefore may modify U in its genus class such that ordV/U
is a product of primes dividing p. But √−p is the unique such prime
ideal of R. Since V is R-free so is U .
Let us turn to the second question. Here we have an afﬁrmative answer
in the following situations.
Proposition 4. Suppose that q is a rational square or that q ≡ 5 mod 8.
Then the Weil character ξ can be realized over R = [ 1+√q2 ].
Proof. Recall that mξ = 1. If q is a rational square (f even) then
ξ = , and the result follows. Assume therefore that f is odd. Then
p ≡ 5 mod 8 by hypothesis, and K = √p is the minimal splitting ﬁeld
for ξ.
Let W be a KG-module affording ξ. Since W is a self-dual (real)
KG-module, there is a positive deﬁnite G-invariant symmetric bilin-
ear form h on W . Let U be an h-integral full RG-lattice in W (with
hUU ⊆ R. Then U ⊆ U ′, and U ′ = U−1 by Lemma 4. We know
that U ′/U ′ is an irreducible RG-module for all primes  of R which
do not lie over 2 and are different from √p (see also Proposition 2.7
in [13]).
By hypothesis 2 remains prime in K. Hence Lemma 1 shows that
we may ﬁnd an (integral) ideal J of R such that J−1U ⊆ U ′ and all
R-composition factors of U ′/J−1U are isomorphic to R/2 or to R/√p.
Let d = 12 q+ 1 be the R-rank of U . Then
J−dU = J−1U = U ′ = U−1
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and U2 = Jd. By Gauss once again ClR has odd order, because p is
the unique prime ramifying in K ⊆ µp. Hence U is a dth power in
ClR. Apply Schur’s argument.
5. DISCRETE SERIES
It remains to investigate the cuspidal characters θj of G = SL2 q. They
are all of degree q − 1, and there are q − 1/2 resp. q/2 such characters
depending on whether q is odd or even. Let θ be one of these charac-
ters. From the character table (together with Schur indices [5]) one checks
that θ can be written in µq+1. One also obtains that θ is stable under
“the” diagonal automorphism (for odd q), and possibly under some ﬁeld
automorphisms of G. At ﬁrst we shall ignore the ﬁeld automorphisms.
Proposition 5. Let n = 1
p
expG and R = µn, K = µn. There
exists an RG-lattice U , stable under the diagonal automorphisms of G (if any),
such that KU affords θ and such that U is represented by an ideal of R lying
above p.
Proof. Let C be the 2′-component of ZGL2 q. We regard G as a
subgroup of G0 = GL2 q/C in the obvious way. There is a character θ0
of G0 extending θ. Let K0 = Kθ0. Either K0 = K or K0  K = 2 and K0
is obtained from K by adjoining a root of unity of 2-power order (by virtue
of the character table of GL2 q. In the ﬁrst case K is a splitting ﬁeld
for θ0, and we ﬁnd an G0-stable RG-lattice U such that KU affords θ just
by restricting some lattice for θ0 to G. In the other case we conﬁrm this
using a result by Dade. The Clifford obstruction
ω = ωKG0θ ∈ H2G0/GK∗
gets trivial in H2G0/GK∗0 as K0 is a splitting ﬁeld for θ0. In particular,
its torsion-free part gets trivial (see Dade [4]). Now K contains the fourth
roots of unity and G0/G is a 2-group. Hence from [4, Lemma 6.2] we infer
that the torsion-free part of ω itself is trivial. In other words, there exists a
representing cocyle of ﬁnite order. This implies that there exists a G0-stable
lattice U as before. Of course, all this is trivial when q is even.
Let B0 = T0P be the image in G0 of the standard Borel group in
GL2 q, so that B = B0 ∩G and P = OpB = OpB0 are as usual. Let




. Then T0 = D0 × Z0, and we have a semidirect product
B0 = D0 · Z0 × P
HereD0  GL1 q acts on P  +q as full linear group (and centralizes Z0).
If q is odd then Z0T has index 2 in T0, Z0G has index 2 in G0,
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and T0G = G0. Since G0/Z0  PGL2 q is a Zassenhaus group (unless
q = 2 or 3), B0/Z0 is a Frobenius group. Its complement T0/Z0  D0
has order θ01 = θ1 = q − 1. Consequently χ0 = θ0B0 is (absolutely)
irreducible. If q is odd, χ = θB is the sum of two distinct irreducible char-
acters which are interchanged by B0. In the even case Z0 = 1, B0 = B, and
χ = χ0.
We have χ0 = λB0 for some linear character λ of Z0P = Z0 × P . We
assert that there is an R-free RB0-lattice V0 affording χ0. This cannot be
derived directly from Lemma 2 since K does not contain the pth roots
of unity. So let D1 be the subgroup of D0 of order p − 1 and let B1 =
D1 · Z0 × P. This D1 is the stabilizer of every subgroup of P of order p
(resp. of index p). In particular, B1 is the normalizer in B0 of Kerλ.
Let L = Kλ = KλP = Kµp. We have L  K = D1 = p − 1.
Hence the D1-conjugates of λ are Galois conjugate over K. Indeed B1 is a
K-group in the terminology of [9]. By deﬁning
λxy = λxy = λy−1xy
for x ∈ Z0P and y ∈ D1 we have a faithful Galois action of D1 on L, with
ﬁxed ﬁeld K. From [9, Lemma 4.2] it follows that χ1 = λB1 is an irreducible
character of B1 which can be written in K, and which extends the trace char-
acter TrLKλ of Z0P . Let Z0P act on L through multiplication with the
values of λ. In this manner L gets the structure of a KB1-module. As a
KZ0P-module L then affords TrLKλ. The isomorphism types of irre-
ducible KB1-modules which agree on Z0P are in 1-1 correspondence with
the elements of H1D1 L∗ (by basic Clifford theory). But this cohomology
group vanishes by Hilbert’s Theorem 90. Consequently L affords χ1. It is
evident that the ring V1 = Rµp = µnp of integers in L is stable under
the action of B1.
The ﬁelds K and µp are linearly disjoint over  with relatively prime
discriminants. This implies that the powers µip for i = 1     p− 1 form an
integral basis for V1 over R. Hence V1 is an R-free RB1-lattice affording χ1.
From Lemma 2 and transitivity of character (module) induction we infer
that V0 = V B01 is an R-free RB0-lattice affording χ0 = χB01 .
Let V be the restriction to B of this V0. We may embed U ⊆ V as an
RB-module. For every prime ideal  of R not dividing p the quotient V0/V0
is an irreducible RB0-module. So either V/V is an irreducible RB-module
or the direct sum of two irreducible modules which are interchanged by B0.
Since both V and U are B0-stable so is ordV/U. According to Lemma 1
we may modify U in its genus class such that ordV/U is not divisible by .
The assertion follows by using that V is R-free.
Corollary. Suppose q = p. Then there exists a representation of G =
SL2 p over µexpG affording θ which is stable under all automorphisms
of the group.
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Proof. Here the diagonal automorphism is the unique outer automor-
phism of G (for odd p). We may assume that p = 2. Let R, K, U be as
in the preceding proposition (with q = p). Then there exists an ideal J
of R with p ∈ J and J = U. So J is a product of prime ideals  of R
above p. Now p is unramiﬁed in K and hence each such  totally ramiﬁed
in Kµp = µexpG, with ramiﬁcation index d = θ1 = p− 1. We con-
clude that U gets a dth power in the class group of Rµp = µexpG.
Now use Schur’s argument once again.
Remark. Combining Propositions 1, 2, and 5 yields the theorem for-
mulated in the Introduction. (Use also Lemma 3.) We mention that
Proposition 5 can be improved in the cases where q is even, or
q ≡ 3 mod 4, or when θ is not faithful. In all these cases one can
replace K by the ﬁeld µq+1. If a ≡ 3 mod 4 then the group G0 is
“the” covering group of PGL2 q with semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroups
(see Schur [10]).
For the sake of completeness we ﬁnally show how to ﬁnd lattices to θ
invariant under all admissible group automorphisms when q = pf is an
arbitrary p-power.
Proposition 6. Let A be a group of automorphisms of G leaving θ
invariant. Let R = µpq+1 and K = µpq+1. There exists an A-stable
RG-lattice U such that KU affords θ and U is represented by an ideal of R
above p.
Proof. Observe that pq+ 1 is the greatest common divisor of expG
and G/θ1. From [7, Theorem 2] it therefore follows that there is an A-
stable RG-lattice U such that KU affords θ. Without loss we may assume
that A maps onto the group D of outer diagonal automorphisms of G.
Let α ∈ A.
We may assume that α normalizes the Borel group B = TP in G. Let
Z = ZG. Clearly χ = θB and χZP are stable under α. Recall that χ is
irreducible when q is even and that χ is the sum of two irreducible charac-
ters otherwise. In the latter case the irreducible constituents of χ are inter-
changed by a diagonal automorphism of G normalizing B. So either χZP is
the sum of the distinct B-conjugates of some linear character, or there are
two B-orbits which are interchanged by the diagonal automorphism. In the
latter case α either preserves the orbits or interchanges them.
By assumption R contains the pth roots of unity. In the latter case we
ﬁnd RZP-lattices 1, 2 affording linear characters λ1, λ2 from different
orbits. Then
V = B1 ⊕ B2
is an R-free RB-lattice affording χ. We have isomorphisms
V α  (B1 )α ⊕ (B2 )α  (α1 )B ⊕ (α2 )B  V
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of RB-modules. So V is A-stable, and it is stable under the diagonal auto-
morphism considered. In the case where q is even a similar (and simpler)
argument works.
Now we can proceed as before, embedding U ⊆ V and computing
ordV/U. The result follows.
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